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Spring has sprung, the work begun, and with only 35 fence
erecting days left to Christmas you are no doubt up to your
armpits in crocodiles so I will be brief. There are rwo things that I
would like to tell you about: the self diagnostic capabilities of
STAFIX energizers and the release of our hot dipped galvanized
ATLAS, wire tensioners.

SELF DIAGNOSTIC CAPABILITIES : In our Winrer 96 edition
of the trumpeter I explained how the flashing lights on the front of
the STAFIX battery energizer, besides indicating the output
voltage of the energizer, can also be used to indicate the status of
your battery. These lights will also, should the energizer

experience a fault, give you an indication of what the cause of the fault is. (Touch wood you will
seldom have to make use of this capability) Enclosed with this news letter is a"Key to Stafix
Energizer L.E.D Fault codes".

N 763 ATLAS TENSIONER
We also mentioned in our Winter 96 News letter that we would
be introducing a hot dipped galvanized wire tensioner to the
electric fencing market. This product is now available. Enclosed
herewith is a Product Information Brochure on this new product.
You will note that the product has a very heavy coating of Zinc.
This is due to the slightly higher silicon content of the imported steel.
The only person we have had complain about this thicker galvanizing
is a Mr. Atlas who was last heard muttering something about another
micron and his back would break. (Nore the s.A.B.s tables on life
expectancies of Zinc coatings)

N 761 SAMSON TENSIONER
This economical product is proving popular on the hi-ehveld.
However, it would appear that some opposition have taken
exception to the introduction of this product onto the market
and have even gone to the trouble of raking on the role of
'Protector' of public morals, or in this case, public quality
control. They have written letter of warning against this new
evil on the market.We are flattered by the interest taken in
our product and would like to express our opinion:



The N761 SAMSON WIRE TENSIONER
is a strong, electro-plated, in-line, wire tensioner,
quite capable of pulling your corner posts

out of the ground if they are not properly
planted

HOWEVER

....We do not recommend that you use

electro-plated SAMSON strainers at the coast,

or in areas of high atmospheric industrial
pollution, ......they just might let you down.

It is worth noting that the manufacturer of the

Samson strainer claims in writing that his
product meets the humidity proof requirements
of his American and European customers.

N 731 BRAIDED GALVANIZED H.S.S. WIRE
In conclusion, something new for Natalians. A product that is proving extremely popular in
Gauteng is a lmm thick, braided, galvanized high strain steel wire. It comes in spools of plus /
minus 20 Kgs. and is + I -- 3,200 Metres long (165 M per Kg).

Ideal for wall-top fencing, this product is taking over from stainless steel wire. Not only is it a

fraction of the price of stainless steel wire, but also it's resistance is far less than that of stainless
steel's. Easy to handle and pleasing on the eye, Egoli appears to be being wrapped up in the
product.

I have no idea how this product will fare dorvn on the coast, - could pull a Samson on you - so
personally I rvouldn't recommend it for coastal fencing . Contractors that have used it further
inland have however expressed their satisfaction .

Should you be interested in trying out this *'ire please contact either Singh or myself for our
special introductory ofter.( Stocks available)

That's it fbr spring. At my rate of typing rve'll be well into sununer if I don't sign off norv.
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